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Abstract
Deep clustering (DC) and utterance-level permutation invariant
training (uPIT) have been demonstrated promising for speaker-
independent speech separation. DC is usually formulated as
two-step processes: embedding learning and embedding clus-
tering, which results in complex separation pipelines and a huge
obstacle in directly optimizing the actual separation objectives.
As for uPIT, it only minimizes the chosen permutation with the
lowest mean square error, doesn’t discriminate it with other per-
mutations. In this paper, we propose a discriminative learning
method for speaker-independent speech separation using deep
embedding features. Firstly, a DC network is trained to ex-
tract deep embedding features, which contain each source’s in-
formation and have an advantage in discriminating each target
speakers. Then these features are used as the input for uPIT to
directly separate the different sources. Finally, uPIT and DC
are jointly trained, which directly optimizes the actual separa-
tion objectives. Moreover, in order to maximize the distance
of each permutation, the discriminative learning is applied to
fine tuning the whole model. Our experiments are conducted
on WSJ0-2mix dataset. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed models achieve better performances than DC and uPIT
for speaker-independent speech separation.
Index Terms: deep clustering, uPIT, speech separation, dis-
criminative learning, deep embedding features
1. Introduction
Monaural speech separation aims to estimate target sources
from mixed signals in a single-channel. It is a very challeng-
ing task, which is known as the cocktail party problem [1].
In order to solve the cocktail party problem, many works
have been done over the decades. Traditional speech sepa-
ration methods include computational auditory scene analy-
sis (CASA) [2], non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [3]
and minimum mean square error (MMSE) [4]. However,
these methods have led to very limited success in speaker-
independent speech separation [5].
Recently, supervised methods using deep neural networks
have significantly improved the performance of speech separa-
tion [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Deep clustering (DC) [12] is a deep
learning based method for speech separation and achieves im-
pressive results. It trains a bidirectional long-short term mem-
ory (BLSTM) network to map the mixed spectrogram into an
embedding space. At testing stage, the embedding vector of
each time-frequency (TF) bin is clustered by K-means to obtain
binary masks. However, the objective function of DC is defined
in the embedding space, which can’t be trained end-to-end. To
overcome this limitation, the deep attractor network (DANet)
[13] method is proposed. DANet creates attractor points in
a high-dimensional embedding space of the acoustic signals.
Then the similarities between the embedded points and each
attractor are used to directly estimate a soft separation mask at
the training stage. Unfortunately, it enables end-to-end train-
ing while still requiring K-means at the testing stage. In other
words, it applies hard masks at testing stage.
The permutation invariant training (PIT) [14] and utterance-
level PIT (uPIT) [15] are proposed to solve the label ambi-
guity or permutation problem of speech separation. The PIT
method solves this problem by minimizing the permutation with
the lowest mean square error (MSE) at frame level. However,
it does not solve the speaker tracing problem. To solve this
problem, uPIT is proposed. With uPIT, the permutation cor-
responding to the minimum utterance-level separation error is
used for all frames in the utterance. Therefore, uPIT doesn’t
need speaker tracing step during inference. However, uPIT and
PIT only use the mixed amplitude spectrum as input features,
which can’t discriminate each speaker very well. In addition,
uPIT doesn’t increase the distance between the chosen permu-
tation and others. This may lead to increasing the possibility
of remixing the separated sources. In [16], a Chimera network
[17] is applied to speech separation, which uses a multi-task
learning architecture to combine the DC and uPIT. However,
it simply employs the DC and uPIT as two outputs rather than
fusion with each other.
In this paper, in order to address the problems of DC and
uPIT, we propose a discriminative learning method for speaker-
independent speech separation with deep embedding features.
uPIT is incorporated into DC-based speech separation frame-
work. Firstly, a DC network is trained to extract deep embed-
ding features. Clusters in the embedding space can represent the
inferred spectral masking patterns of individual source. There-
fore, these deep embedding features contain the information of
each source, which is conducive to speech separation. Then in-
stead of using K-means clustering to estimate hard masks, we
make full use of the uPIT network to directly learn each source’s
soft mask from the embedding features. And then uPIT and DC
are jointly trained, which directly optimizes the actual separa-
tion objectives. Finally, in order to decrease the possibility of
remixing the separated sources, motivated by our previous work
[10], we apply the discriminative learning to fine tuning the sep-
arated model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the single channel speech separation based on masks.
The proposed method is stated in section 3. Section 4 shows
detailed experiments and results. Section 5 draws conclusions.
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2. Single Channel Speech Separation
The object of single channel speech separation is to separate
target sources from a mixed signal.
y(t) =
S∑
s=1
xs(t) (1)
where y(t) is the mixed speech, S is the number of source sig-
nals and xs(t), s = 1, ..., S are target sources. The correspond-
ing short-time Fourier transformation (STFT) of those signals
are Y (t, f) and Xs(t, f).
Our aim is to estimate each source signal xs(t) from y(t)
or Y (t, f) . It is well-known that mask based speech separation
can obtain a better result [18]. According to the commonly used
masking method, the estimated magnitude |X˜s(t, f)| of each
source can be estimated by
|X˜s(t, f)| = |Y (t, f)| Ms(t, f) (2)
where  indicates element-wise multiplication and Ms(t, f) is
the mask of source s. It is very difficult to estimate phase di-
rectly for speech separation and speech enhancement. There-
fore, the estimated magnitude |X˜s(t, f)| and the phase of mixed
signals are utilized to reconstruct each source signal by inverse
STFT (ISTFT).
3. The Proposed Speech Separation System
In this section, we present our proposed discriminative learning
method for speaker-independent speech separation with deep
embedding features, which is shown in Figure 1. From DC net-
work [12] we can know that clusters in the deep embedding
space can represent the inferred spectral masking patterns of
individual sources. Therefore, these embedding vectors are dis-
criminative features for speech separation. Motivated by this,
we use this deep embedding vectors as the input of separation
system. Then a uPIT network is used to learn the soft mask of
each source instead of K-means clustering. Moreover, in oder to
maximize the distance of each speaker, the discriminative learn-
ing is applied to fine tuning the whole model. Finally, uPIT and
DC are jointly optimized.
3.1. Deep embedding features
As shown in Figure 1, we firstly train a BLSTM network as
the extractor to acquire deep embedding features. The input
of BLSTM is the mixed amplitude spectrum |Y (t, f)| and the
output is the D-dimensional deep embedding features V.
V = fθ(|Y (t, f)|) ∈ RTF×D (3)
where TF is the number of T-F bins and fθ(∗) is a mapping
function based on the BLSTM network.
The loss function of embedding features’ network is defined
as follow:
JDC = ||V V T −BBT ||2F
= ||V V T ||2F − 2||V TB||2F + ||BBT ||2F
(4)
whereB ∈ RTF×C is the source membership function for each
T-F bin, i.e.,Btf,c = 1, if source c has the highest energy at time
t and frequency f compared to the other sources. Otherwise,
Btf,c = 0. C is the number of source. || ∗ ||2F is the squared
Frobenius norm. JDC is the DC loss in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of our proposed DL-DEF speech
separation system. DC loss is the loss of deep clustering.
3.2. Speech separation model based on deep embedding
features
Different from deep clustering [12] utilizing the K-means clus-
tering to acquire hard masks, we use the embedding vectors as
the input of uPIT to directly learn each source’s soft masks.
Therefore, the DC and uPIT can be trained end-to-end. When
these features are extracted, they are reshaped as V ′ ∈ RT×FD .
Then these embedding features V ′ are sent to the separated sys-
tem. In this way, we can learn a soft mask of each source from
these features, which is better than the hard mask estimated by
K-means clustering.
In order to make full use of phase information, we use the
ideal phase sensitive mask (IPSM) [19] in this work. The IPSM
is defined as
Ms(t, f) =
|Xs(t, f)|cos(θy(t, f)− θs(t, f))
|Y (t, f)| (5)
where θy(t, f) and θs(t, f) are the phase of mixed speech and
target source.
During the separation stage, the uPIT is used to estimate
each source. We apply the MSE between estimated magnitude
and true magnitude as the training criterion.
Jφp(s) =
1
TF
S∑
s=1
|||Y |M˜s−|Xφp(s)|cos(θy−θs)||2F (6)
where M˜s is the estimated mask. φp(s), p ∈ [1, P ] is an assign-
ment of target source s, P = S! (! denotes the factorial symbol)
is the number of permutations.
In order to solve the label ambiguity problem, the minimum
cost among all permutations (P) is chosen as the optimal assign-
ment.
φ∗ = argmin
φ∈P
Jφp(s) (7)
3.3. Discriminative learning
For uPIT, the target of minimizing Eq.7 is to make the predic-
tions and targets more similar. In this paper, we explore dis-
criminative objective function that not only increase the simi-
larity between the prediction and its target, but also decrease the
similarity between the prediction and the interference sources.
The discriminative learning maximizes the dissimilarity be-
tween the chosen permutation φ∗ and the other permutations by
adding a regularization at the cost function. The cost function
of the proposed model is defined as
JDL = φ
∗ −
∑
φ 6=φ∗,φ∈P
αφ (8)
where φ is a permutation from P but not φ∗, α ≥ 0 is the
regularization parameter of φ. When α = 0, there is no dis-
criminative learning, which is same as the loss of uPIT.
For two-talker speech separation, we assume that φ1 is the
permutation with the lowest MSE. Therefore, the cost function
becomes as follow:
JDL = φ1 − αφ2
=
1
TF
∑
(|||Y |  M˜1 − |X1|||2F − α|||Y |  M˜1 − |X2|||2F
+ |||Y |  M˜2 − |X2|||2F − α|||Y |  M˜2 − |X1|||2F )
(9)
From Eq.9 we can know that the discriminative learning
enlarges the distance of the target source with the interference
sources. It means that it maximizes the differences between the
target speakers with the others.
Therefore, the proposed model with discriminative learn-
ing minimizes the distance between the outputs of model and
their corresponding reference signals. Simultaneously, it maxi-
mizes the dissimilarity between the target source and the inter-
ference. So the discriminative learning decreases the possibility
of remixing the separated sources.
3.4. Joint training loss function
The deep clustering objective can reduce within-source variance
in the internal representation [17]. Therefore, in order to effec-
tively extract embedding features, we make full use of a joint
training framework for the proposed system. More specifically,
the deep clustering objective is added at the loss function.
J = λJDC + (1− λ)JDL
= λJDC + (1− λ)(φ∗ −
∑
φ 6=φ∗,φ∈P
αφ) (10)
where J is the joint training loss function of the proposed sys-
tem. λ ∈ [0, 1] controls the weight of two objectives. Note that
when λ = 1, the proposed method is same as deep clustering
[12].
In order to get the better deep embedding features, we only
train the DC network firstly. The loss function is Eq.4. Then
these deep embedding features are used to train the separated
model based on uPIT. The loss function is with no discrimina-
tive learning:
J ′ = λJDC + (1− λ)φ∗ (11)
Finally, we apply the discriminative learning to fine tuning the
whole model by the joint training loss function J in Eq.10.
4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Dataset
Our experiments are conducted on the WSJ0-2mix dataset [12],
which is derived from WSJ corpus [20]. The WSJ0-2mix
dataset consists three sets: training set (20,000 utterances about
30 hours), validation set (5,000 utterances about 10 hours) and
test set (3,000 utterances about 5 hours). Specifically, training
and validation set are generated by randomly selecting utter-
ances from WSJ0 training set (si tr s) with signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) between 0dB and 5dB. Similar as generating
training and validation set, the test set is created by mixing
the utterances from the WSJ0 development set (si dt 05) and
evaluation set (si et 05).
We use the validation set to evaluate the source separation
performance in closed conditions (CC). Moreover, because the
speakers in the test set are different from those in the training set
and validation set, the test set is considered as open condition
(OC) evaluation.
4.2. Experimental setup
The sampling rate of all generated data is 8 kHz before process-
ing to reduce computational and memory costs. The 129-dim
normalized spectral magnitudes of the mixed speech are used
as the input features, which are computed using a short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) with 32 ms length hamming window
and 16 ms window shift. The magnitudes of two targets are
generated in the same way. Our models are implemented using
Tensorflow deep learning framework [21].
In this work, the deep embedding network has two BLSTM
layers with 896 units. The embedding dimension D is set to
40. A tanh activation function is followed by the embedding
layer. As for the separated network, it has only one BLSTM
layer with 896 units. Therefore, there are three BLSTM layers
in this work, which keeps the network configuration the same
as baseline in [15]. A Rectified Liner Uint (ReLU) activation
function is followed by the uPIT network, which is the mask
estimation layer. The regularization parameter α of discrimina-
tive learning is set to 0.1.
All models contain random dropouts with a dropout rate
0.5. Each minibatch contains 16 randomly selected utterances.
The minimum number of epoch is 30. The learning rate is ini-
tialized as 0.0005 and scaled down by 0.7 when the training
objective function value increased on the development set. The
early stopping criterion is that the relative loss improvement is
lower than 0.01. Our models are optimized with the Adam al-
gorithm [22].
4.3. Baseline model and evaluation metrics
We re-implement uPIT with our experimental setup as our base-
line. It has three BLSTM layers with 896 units. The others
are same as our experimental setup. In this work, in order
to quantitatively evaluate speech separation results, the models
are evaluated on the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) and signal-to-artifact ratio (SAR) which
are the BBS-eval [23] score, and the perceptual evaluation of
speech quality (PESQ) [24] measure.
4.4. Experimental results
Table 1 shows the results of SDR, SIR, SAR and PESQ be-
tween the proposed method and uPIT-BLSTM on the WSJ0-
2mix database. DEF denotes the deep embedding features.
4.4.1. Evaluation of deep embedding features
From Table 1, we can find that our proposed uPIT+DEF meth-
ods outperform baseline uPIT in all objective measures no mat-
ter optimal assignment (Opt. assign.) or default assignment
Table 1: The results of SDR, SIR, SAR and PESQ for different separation methods on closed (CC) and open (OC) condition. λ is the
weight of joint training in Eq.10 and 11. DEF denotes the deep embedding features. uPIT is the baseline method, uPIT+DEF and
uPIT+DEF+DL are our proposed methods. uPIT+DEF means with no discriminative learning.
Method λ
Optimal (Opt.) Assign. Default (Def.) Assign.
SDR(dB) SIR(dB) SAR(dB) PESQ SDR(dB) SIR(dB) SAR(dB) PESQ
CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC CC OC
uPIT(baseline) - 11.3 11.2 18.8 18.8 12.3 12.3 2.68 2.67 10.3 10.1 17.7 17.5 11.5 11.3 2.60 2.58
uPIT+DEF 0.01 11.7 11.6 19.4 19.5 12.7 12.6 2.85 2.84 10.8 10.7 18.4 18.4 12.0 11.8 2.77 2.75
uPIT+DEF 0.05 11.7 11.7 19.5 19.6 12.7 12.6 2.84 2.84 10.8 10.8 18.4 18.8 11.9 11.9 2.76 2.75
uPIT+DEF 0.1 11.7 11.7 19.5 19.5 12.7 12.6 2.84 2.84 10.8 10.7 18.5 18.4 12.0 11.9 2.76 2.74
uPIT+DEF+DL 0.05 11.9 11.9 19.9 20.0 12.8 12.7 2.83 2.83 11.0 10.8 18.8 18.8 12.0 11.9 2.74 2.73
(Def. assign.). These indicate that the deep embedding features
are more easily separated than the mixed amplitude spectral fea-
tures. Because deep embedding features contain the potential
masks of individual sources and they can effectively discrimi-
nate different target speakers. Therefore, they are conducive to
speech separation.
Moreover, in order to acquire better deep embedding fea-
tures, we propose a novel joint training framework to in-
struct the training of deep embedding network. Three differ-
ent weights λ (0.01, 0.05 and 0.1) are applied. From Table 1,
we can know that the performance of these three λ for speech
separation are similar. The reason is that we firstly train a DC
network with 30 epochs, which can obtain a pretty good repre-
sentation for deep embedding features. Therefore, these three λ
get similar performance.
4.4.2. Evaluation of discriminative learning
Since the discriminative learning separates the target speaker
with others, it provides a constraint to ensure that the output
frames of the same speaker do not remix to the interferences.
Therefore, we use discriminative learning to fine tuning the
whole model based on λ = 0.05. From Table 1, we can know
that when the discriminative learning is applied, our proposed
method uPIT+DEF+DL achieves better performances than the
proposed uPIT+DEF overall objective scores, except for the
PESQ measure. This shows the effectiveness of the discrimi-
native learning. Meanwhile, compared with the uPIT baseline
system, the proposed uPIT+DEF+DL gets a better performance
in all cases. For example, as for the optimal assignment on open
condition, the proposed method achieves 6.3%, 6.4% and 3.3%
relative improvements in SDR, SIR and SAR over the uPIT
baseline system. These results reveal the effectiveness of our
proposed method.
4.4.3. Comparisons with other separation methods
In order to better compare the performance of our proposed
method (uPIT+DEF+DL) and other separation methods, Ta-
ble 2 presents the results of SDR (dB) in the other competi-
tive approaches on the same WSJ0-2mix dataset. Note that,
for [9, 12, 25, 15, 26, 13] methods are use SDR improvements
results. Therefore, we manually add 0.2 dB to their final re-
sults although the SDR result of the mixture is only about 0.15
dB. Compared with other speech separation methods, our pro-
posed method improves the performance significantly to 11.9
dB and 10.8 dB with no phase enhancement for Opt Assign
and Def Assign. Moreover, from Table 2, we can know that
our proposed method outperforms other methods, such as DC+,
Table 2: The results of SDR (dB) in the other different separa-
tion methods on the WSJ0-2mix dataset on CC and OC with no
phase enhancement.
Method Opt Assign Def AssignCC OC CC OC
DC[12] - - 6.1 6.0
DC+[26] - - - 9.6
DANet[13] - - - 9.8
uPIT-BLSTM [15] 11.1 11.0 9.6 9.6
cuPIT-Grid LSTM-RD[9] 11.4 11.4 10.4 10.3
SDC-MLT-Grid LSTM [25] 11.6 11.6 10.8 10.7
uPIT+DEF+DL(our proposed) 11.9 11.9 11.0 10.8
DANet, SDC-MLT-Grid LSTM. Compared with DC+ [26], our
proposed method achieves 12.5% relative improvement on open
condition. These results confirm that using discriminative learn-
ing and deep embedding features can improve the performance
of speaker-independent speech separation.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a speaker-independent speech sepa-
ration method with discriminative learning based on deep em-
bedding features. We firstly train an DC network to extract deep
embedding features. Then these features are used as the input of
uPIT system to directly separate the different speaker sources.
Moreover, uPIT and DC are jointly optimized. Finally, the dis-
criminative learning is applied to fine tuning the whole model.
Results show that the proposed method outperforms uPIT base-
line, with a relative improvement of 6.3%, 6.4% and 3.3% rel-
ative improvements in SDR, SIR and SAR, respectively. In the
future, we will explore phase enhancement based on the pro-
posed method.
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